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Price Target: $32.28

Key Statistics as of 3/6/2016
Market Price:
Industry:
Market Cap:
52-Week Range:
Beta:
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$52.36
Hotels, Restaurants and Leisure
$2,960M
$41.85-64.85
0.65

Thesis Points:


Choice Hotels non-existence of customized
experience is going to handicap their mid-term
growth



The underestimated rise of platforms such as
AirBnB challenges the whole industry to a numb
future



The unjustified overreaction of the market after the
last earnings is very likely going to balance soon

Company Description:
Choice Hotels is one of the largest hotel franchisors in the world with 6,423 hotels open, they operate in two reportable
segment: the hotel franchising business and SkyTouch Technology division. SkyTouch is a division of the company that
develops and markets cloud-based technology products, including inventory management, pricing and connectivity to third
party channels, to hoteliers not under franchise agreements with the company. SkyTouch represents less than 1% and 5%
of the Company's total revenues and operating expenses, respectively, for the year ended December 31, 2015. The company
operates mostly in North America. The brand names include Comfort Inn, Comfort Suites, Quality, Clarion, Ascend Hotel
Collection, Sleep Inn, Econo Lodge, Rodeway Inn, MainStay Suites, Suburban Extended Stay Hotel and Cambria hotels &
suites.
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Thesis
Just like cell phones almost erased the existence of land
lines or the apparition of smart phones with camera
made useless the job of photographer, what happens to
the hotel industry with the development of platform
such as AirBnB is more likely to cause a severe crisis
for this industry which will have to rethink how it
brands itself. The rise of the power of Millenials is
challenging hotels companies such as Choice Hotels,
which does not bring the customized experience that
this generation is looking for. While the decline on the
long-term is definitely in action, Choice Hotels which
has shown an increase in its revenue is not
understanding and facing this challenge yet, which is
more likely to drown it in the mid-term when it will see
how important customization is.

Industry Outlook
The hospitality industry is one of the oldest industry of
our time, and has evolved over the centuries; now it is
no more a simple brick-and-mortar industry where one
arrives at the night in a place and simply search for a
hotel around. From an interview by Deloitte we can
notice that emerging platforms such as AirBnB and
Uber are gradually becoming mainstream and
challenging established players. In the race of
traditional vs. alternative, the winners will be those who
can create value for customers that they can experience
and measure. A part of what Millennials want is a
customized experience. The hotels that are best able to
provide a customized, differentiated experience to
customers will be winners in 2015 and beyond. Hotels
have to find the right combination of personalization,
design, ambience and technology to build lasting loyalty
with the Millennial customer.

Porter’s Five Forces
Bargaining Power of Customers: HIGH
Customers easily have access to a wide range of lowdifferentiated hotel, and it does not cost them anything
to switch to another brand; while the hotel brands are
trying to build a loyal pack of customers, through
rewards and discounts, it almost makes no difference
for the biggest part of customers when it comes to
make a choice. Moreover, as a non-necessary product
and with the rise of AirBnB offering low price with
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customized experience, customers have become
increasingly price sensitive regarding the hotel industry.
Bargaining Power of Suppliers: LOW
Most of supplies required for a hotel are either
inexpensive or available easily, those expenses will
comprise tissues, trashcans or food, that can be bought
within a wide range of suppliers; actually the most
significative need from suppliers would be labor, and
most of hotel-related jobs require few skill and the
labor is often cheap and abundant.
Existing Rivalry: HIGH
As said above, rivalry is high due to a poor product
differentiation when it comes to hotel, and the
development of online platform to facilitate the access
to a wide range of different hotel while offering low
prices increases the rivalry among competitors.
Barriers to entry: MEDIUM
Relatively few funds are required to enter in the hotel
industry as it does not require an economy of scale to
be profitable. Moreover the rarity of loyal customers
makes it easy for a new entrant to grab a proportional
share of the market, that is exactly what AirBnB has
proven.
Threat of substitutes: MEDIUM
There is no real substitutes to getting a hotel room,
except going to the camping, but AirBnB is offering a
substitute significant enough where customers can
benefit a fully customized stay.

What to remember from the last
Earnings Call
Currently, the preoccupation of most investors
concerns the profitability of SkyTouch which has been
created in 2013, and has presently a negative EBITDA
return, though it has been noticed to be close to 0%,
this highlights how investors are not awaken to the fact
that the present model of Choice Hotel is getting
weakened by the development of AirBnB. This shows
that Choice Hotel is overvalued for the moment. The
company itself has not shown any concern with the
development of the platform and its direct competitors,
which shows that it is not going to revalue its model for
a while.
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Market overvaluation
CHH current price is $52.36, and the target price has
been calculated following a proforma of $32.28. CHH
stock price history shows that the recent increase in
price has happened due to a positive surprise in the
recent earnings; it is to be noticed that the previous
positive earnings that has happened in August 2015 had
led to a decrease of a stock, and the two negative
surprise earnings had also led to a decrease of the stock
price. As nothing really justifies the increase of the
stock price because no significant news have been
notified, we can expect that the market excitement has
led to an increase of the stock price, which must be
balanced within a few weeks. Moreover, the stock has
underperformed the NYSE during the whole year.

Conclusion
Following the development of the hotel industry with
its incoming crisis, and the instability of the actual
model of CHH, added to the expectation of a market
rebalancing of CHH stock price, CHH is definitely a
short, which price is expected to decrease in the shortterm. The table in the page below shows the valuation
of the company, which shows no probability of a price
increase.
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